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QUESTION 1

You are a database developer. You plan to create a database by using SQL Server 2008. A database contains a table
named Sales. The Sales table contains customer order summary information. 

You create a stored procedure that uses a SELECT statement. At the moment of execution, the procedure must return a
precise summation of the total sales for the current day. You need to use a query hint to prevent any data modification
in 

the Sales table when the stored procedure is being executed. 

Which query hint should you recommend? 

A. READPAST 

B. HOLDLOCK 

C. TABLOCKX 

D. READCOMMITTED 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a database developer. You plan to design a database solution by using SQL Server 2008. 

A database contains a table named Customer. The structure of the Customer table is as shown in the following table. 

The solution uses the following stored procedure to return customer details. 

Users report that the stored procedure takes a long time to execute. You need to optimize the performance of the stored
procedure. 
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What should you do? 

A. Recreate the primary key as a nonclustered unique index and build a clustered index on the country_id column. 

B. Build a nonclustered index on the country_id column and use the INCLUDE clause to include the customer_name
column. 

C. Build a nonclustered index on the country_id, customer_name, and customer_id columns. 

D. Build a nonclustered index only on the country_id column. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a database developer. You plan to design a database solution by using SQL Server 2008. A database contains
a table named Person. The structure of the table is as shown in the following exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 

The table has the following indexes: 

A unique clustered index on the PersonID column named IX_Person_PersonID A nonclustered index on the FirstName
and LastName columns named IX_Person_FirstName_LastName A nonclustered index on the PersonType column 

named IX_Person_PersonType that has FirstName and LastName as included columns The table contains
approximately 700,000 records. The approximate number of records for each PersonType is 3,000. 

You execute the following query. 

SELECT P.FirstName, P.LastName 

FROM Person P 

WHERE P.PersonType = \\'DR\\' 

You plan to analyze the performance of the query by using an execution plan. You need to ascertain that the indexes
are used optimally. 

What should you do? 

A. Verify that a clustered index scan operation is performed on the IX_Person_PersonID index. 
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B. Verify that an index seek operation is performed on the IX_Person_PersonType index. 

C. Verify that an index seek operation is performed on the IX_Person_PersonType index, and a key lookup operation is
performed on the IX_Person_PersonID index. 

D. Verify that an index seek operation is performed on the IX_Person_PersonType index, and an index scan operation
is performed on the IX_Person_FirstName_LastName index. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a database developer. You plan to design a database solution by using SQL Server 2008. 

The database contains two tables named Supplier and Product. There is a foreign key constraint between the Supplier
and Product tables on the SupplierID column. The Supplier table contains a row that has the SupplierID value as 0. The
0 

value indicates that the supplier is deleted. Certain transactions delete the supplier records from the Supplier table. You
need to ensure that if a supplier is deleted, the SupplierID value in the Product table is set to 0. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a FOR DELETE trigger on the Product table that updates the SupplierID value to 0 in the Products table for
the deleted supplier. 

B. Create a FOR DELETE trigger on the Supplier table that updates the SupplierID value to 0 in the Products table for
the deleted supplier. 

C. Create a default constraint on the SupplierID column in the Product table that sets the value to 0. Set the ON
DELETE property of the foreign key constraint to NULL. 

D. Create a default constraint on the SupplierID column in the Product table that sets the value to 0. Set the ON
DELETE property of the foreign key constraint to Default. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database developer. You provide solutions by using SQL Server 2008 in an enterprise environment. 

Your online transaction processing (OLTP) database contains a tabled named SalesOrders. Your data warehouse
contains a table named factBuyingHabits. The factBuyingHabits table has no indexes. 

You need to synchronize data between the two tables on a weekly basis. The synchronization process has the following
requirements: 

You need to design an appropriate synchronization solution. You want to achieve this goal by using minimum amount of
coding and administrative efforts. 
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What should you do? 

A. Design an SSIS package each for the INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations. Schedule a job to run this
package. 

B. Design a single SSIS package that uses the Slowly Changing Dimension task. Schedule a job to run this package. 

C. Write one stored procedure that contains a MERGE statement to perform the INSERT, UPDATE, andDELETE
operations. Schedule a job to run the stored procedure. 

D. Write three stored procedures each for the INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations. Schedule a job to run the
stored procedures in a sequential manner. 

Correct Answer: C 
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